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SEEKING AN ENGAGEMENT COORDINATOR!

Do you enjoy engaging with customers on social media and in social settings?
Can you navigate customers along the path from a Facebook or IG comment to
seeing them on their way to living in or working in a high performance, energy
efficient house or building?
Do you have a proven track record for sales and engagement?
Do you know the ins and outs of creating successful marketing strategies?
Have you coordinated engagement events, in-person and virtually?
Do you want to help people and communities reduce their energy expenses
and live in safe, warm, comfortable and sustainable homes?

If you answered yes to most of these questions, you may be the Engagement
Coordinator we're looking for!
We're looking to add a part-time team member to the Vereco Smart Green
organization who has a keen interest in customer engagement, climate change
adaptation and mitigation, and respecting Mother Earth.
As the ideal candidate, you:
are outgoing and enjoy talking to people you haven't met before on the phone,
in-person, over email, and on social media;
have a sales and marketing post-secondary education or equivalent proven skill
set;
have experience managing social media (FB, IG, LinkedIn, etc) for a small to
medium sized company;
are comfortable collaborating on content and updating the company website;
have experience with lead generation, lead nurturance, and a proven record of
creating sales, tracking them within a CRM system, and reporting on progress;
have an understanding of the benefits of energy efficient buildings;
are able to find your way around programs like MS Office 365, Google
Workspace, Slack, Zoho, Zapier, Asana, Wix, or similar.
Experience in residential home sales and/or high performance/energy-efficient
construction would be considered an asset.
This position offers flexible part-time work hours, the option to work mostly from your
home in addition to on-site meetings with prospective clients and communities in and
around Saskatoon. Some events or meetings may take place on evenings and weekends,
but not as regular occurrence.
*Only candidates in the Saskatoon area will be considered*
This position will be eligible for our company bonus structure, and will give you the
opportunity to join a 100% Indigenous-owned Saskatchewan company working hard to
keep our planet a "Smart Green" place to live, work, and play.

PLEASE SEND YOUR RESUME AND A COVER
LETTER TO VERECOADMIN@VERECO.CA

